
PNA GRAND TOUR 
GOLD COAST UPDATE

In the run up to Christmas, PNA have decided to ramp up the activity in relation to 
the Grand Tour as this is a great time of year to get out and see how Centres are 
operating in this busy period. This week we spent most of our time on the Gold 
Coast catching up and hearing about how things are progressing with only 5 weeks 
left until Santa arrives.... 

We are “Toolies”
By chance (not pre-planned!!!) it was Schoolies Week so Surfers 
Paradise was bouncing throughout the time we were there and in 
turn this seemed to be to the benefit of retailers with footfall they 
may not normally get - although mostly after lunchtime!! Luckily 
the 1 star hotel that we decided to book into wasn’t effected by 
the late-night party goers and excitable teens although that didn’t 
mean our stay in the hotel went without incident!!! Schoolies seems 
to be a great, well organised event and it was clear all Shopping 
Centres in Surfers and Broadbeach welcomed these customers 
and everywhere we went we noticed the Schoolies were spending. 
From what we could see they were all in good spirit and, apart from 
labelling us ‘Toolies and Droolies” throughout the duration of our 
stay, they added to a pleasant fun atmosphere in the Shopping 
Centres we visited. There was some mention that residents stay away during this two-week period but we 
didn’t see too much of that impact!

15 Centres and even more Bobby’s
Back to the Tour, we had the opportunity to catch up with some 
great people in various roles and drank lots of Bobby’s (“Bobby” 
is the name the PNA guys use for Coffee – there is a reason and 
it’s a good story so feel free to ask) whilst visiting a total of 15 
Shopping Centres this week. Our goal to visit every Shopping Centre 
in Queensland with a GLA of 10,000sqm or above or one with an 
onsite management team is still well on track (The offical Count 
so far is 79 and would have been substantially more had we not 
picked up a few broken bones over the past few months!). In the 
process the insight and knowledge we are picking up on the journey 
has been tremendous and moving forward we aim to document 
our travels with updates of every step. We believe to do our jobs 
properly we have to understand the sector we work in and there is 

no better way then getting out and visiting the physical sites and hearing about daily scenarios and challenges 
different assets are exposed to. Overall, our recent trip to the Gold Coast left us with a positive outlook on how 
things are progressing in the City.



The Games are coming......
Sometimes when living in Brissy, it’s easy to forget Gold Coast is Australia’s 6th largest City. It certainly has 
its own identity and the Commonwealth Games is on the tip of everyone’s tongues. Some Centres more than 
others are very serious about maximising opportunities from the event and some have taken the time to 
develop and refurbish to ensure they capitalise on the traffic that will inevitably come. Notably the food precinct 
over at Oasis Broadbeach was looking fantastic with some needed upgrades and some exciting new openings 
which are only complimented by the awesome Oracle precinct next door. All Centres in the Broadbeach area 
are very excited to welcome the media teams for the Games to the location for an extended period of time 
and particularly we can recommend spending evenings “people watching” from the Loose Moose Pub balcony 
where we were made to feel very welcome after a few busy days of meetings.

G-Link and Paid Parking
Other interesting insights from this trip came in the discussion over paid parking and the impact it’s having on 
different Centres. Paid parking is here to stay and it seems the happy compromise between the first few hours 
free before payment is required will be the most popular course of action from those employing the initiative 
and as customers get used to this there will be less conversation about it. It’s also still apparent that when it 
was first introduced many customers saw paying for parking as not being a very “Gold Coast” thing to do and 
that attitude is still prevalent in some Centres we have visited. Each centre seems to be experimenting to suit 
their own needs and we think one hour free parking for $15 spent at Woolies in the Paradise Centre highlights 
how there is no one size fits all and Centres competing against each other will simply not benefit as each 
Centre has its own very specific groups of target customers...( the Gold Coast Shopping Centre scene summed 
up). Moving on from parking it’s clear the G-link Light Rail has over the last few years been a success to the 
local footfall for Centre’s close to the stops. Yes, there is still some issues but the sooner the southern link from 
Broadbeach is opened the better for all stakeholders including centre teams, retailers and most importantly 
customers. For some the dream of the link reaching the Gold Coast Airport 25km from Surfers Paradise cannot 
be realised quickly enough.

Capital Works projects can have striking results
Growth in the City is obvious and before trying to win a new set of 
wheels for the remainder of our Tour we heard about the Sunland 
residential development ( The Lakes) and when complete this will 
bring over 1400 new homes to the doorstep of The Q Super Centre. 
Although not new, this is still great for this local economy especially 
as the new second car park exit they created after 8 years of battling 
with Council has seen sales for some retailers already double since 
it was re-opened. This was a great example of how a well planned 
civil infrastructure project can deliver such a positive impact on a 
Shopping Centres overall performance. The small Bunnings box attached to their centre has also been hugely 
successful due its convenience and is surely a model other Centres we will adopt in in the future.



Engagement vs Likes
Marketing Managers seem to have fully adopted Social Media as a key part of their marketing mix these days 
and there is certainly more presence with more budget, time and focus on the medium. There was some 
difference of opinion on what the benefits of Social Media were when speaking with Marketing Managers 
but universally it seemed the key focus was on Instagram alongside Facebook as the platforms of choice. 
We did hear about a lot of marketing campaigns over the week but of all of them the Social Media “Freebie 
Friday” campaign ran by the Pacific Fair marketing team had some amazing results in relation to engagement 
numbers!! Apparently it’s all about Engagement!!

Pop-Up Office
Of course, we didn’t visit all the Centre’s on the Coast this week having 
already completed a few trips earlier in the year and we will continue 
to return to visit old and new contacts in the coming months but it’s 
certainly one of our favourite areas to visit simply due to the diversity 
and mix of the Centres. Shopping Centres are great places for us to 
work from and their vast spaces and multiple cafes and restaurants 
can prove to be amazing for anyone working remotely. With Australia 
warming to the idea of mixed use developments we think its a matter 
of time before small office offerings become more common in 
retail centres. As a small business ourselves we think perhaps sub-
regionals with vacant space who can offer businesses amenities 
like free parking, easy access, additional office space and the mix 
of Shopping Centre stores (groceries, cafes, gyms, medical ) on the 
doorstep may have the best chance of capitalising on this..... Just an 
idea and probably a blog in itself! As for now, we love being able to 
proactively do our day job whilst being out and about visiting centre management teams and by doing the tour 
we have developed a skill to be able to do it just about anywhere. No matter where we are in any situation we 
are always available as we can always find a place to create our own “Pop Office” like this one above, at Diva 
Cafe, Marina Mirage. The fun bit is that retailers are always very accomodating and only too happy to provide a 
casual update from their perspective on all things Shopping Centre.

Why and Whats Next
In relation to the tour, a few have asked why have you bothered to do it? Its very simple to us - we are passionate 
about connecting with people and understanding this industry and there is no better way to do this then viewing 
the centres and by sitting down over a coffee and hearing about the day to day activities that all members of 
Centre Management teams must undertake to make sure these assets keep on performing. It’s also bloody 
interesting and amazing how each Centre throws up its own unique challenges - this week we discussed topics 
from bee hives to retailer revolts to floating Shopping Centre’s and anti-terroism planning..….

We finished the week off attending a Shopping Centre Groups contractor Christmas party which we were 
delighted to be invited to especially as they have worked with us ever since Property Network was started in 
2013. We value the strength of our relationships and we hope from this tour and future tours we will continue 
to establish longer term connections and hopefully a few more invites to “shindigs” as we are always willing 
participants!! During that party we did accept an invitation to help out as Santa’s Elfs on the following Saturday 
morning but unfortunately lets just say we simply didn’t make that one work!

Further updates of the Tour to follow but in the coming weeks we are going to be a bit more off 
the beaten track as the tour continues in locations including Gympie, Kingaroy and Roma amongst 
others so watch this space…… lots of interesting conversations ahead along with the chance to try 
out some authentic, “Bobby” shops on the way!!!


